m = c (ri) = n J7 (1 --~) [An p for some positive integer ri . Let m 1 , m 2f be the elements of arranged in increasing sequence .
Our main object in this paper is to estimate the sum V (x) -1 from above . Note that V (x) > n (x), for ?I1 includes the sequence {p -1}, and it was shown by Erdós [1] that for each positive e, x I (x) log' -ex
We prove the following TIJEoiz,rA1. For each B > 2 P/2/log2, we have that V (x) -O ( rr (x) exp {B i/1oglogx}) .
1Ve
have not yet found a comparable estimate from below ; we remark that it may be shown that
for every fixed t, and we hope to study this further perhaps in a later paper.
An interesting problem is to investigate the gaps in the sequence { n }. Since this includes the sequence {p -1}, we have that rJa aTl -nai = 0(nii) for every a > 3/5 by Montgomery's estimate [2] for the difference between consecutive primes . It is clear that our theorem gives log inj exp {B Vloglogin ; for every 13 > 2 V2/log2, and it is possible that in fact mj~_,-mi = D(logini ), although we cannot prove this . We now give the proof of our main result . LEAMA 1 . Let o~ (n) denote the number of prime factors of n counted according to m,ultiplieity . Then the number of integers n < x for which 2 c~(n) , log 2 loglogx is 0 (,7r (x)loglogx,) . Proof . Let (o'(n) denote the number of odd prime factors of n, and v(n) the number of distinct prime factors . Then for all y,
where Y' denotes a sung restricted to odd d . Hence for real, non-negative y,
(1 +y)`""<x G provided y < 2 . This does not exceed
where_ A is an absolute constant . Setting y = t-1 we have that tw (n-) 6 x(logx),`exp -3 n~x -t i provided 1 C t < 3, and we deduce that for this range of values of t,
Next, set it, = 2/log2 < 3 . If a (n) _ it loglogx and 2"Jn, we must have (o'(n) 2(loglogx k . The number of integers )r, < x for which k l cloglogx is 0(x/logx) and so n o<k< uloglogx m<x/2k logx "(,a) >u log log x ,)'(m)>-u1og1og x-k Set k = hloglogx so that h, varies in the range [0, ? u] . Certainly I < u -h < 3, and so the inner sum on the right is
since the maximum value of the exponent of logx is zero . Summing over k < uloglogx we obtain our result .
LEMDIA 2 . The number of integers -ib < x which, have no prime factor exceeding x116log log x is On the values of Eider's T-function 2 0 3 0(~T (x)loglogx) .
Proof. A e divide the integers n < x into two classes . If n < lax or (o(n) uloglogx, n belongs to the first class . Otherwise it belongs to the second class.
By Lemma 1, the number of integers in the first class is 0 (,-c (x)loglogx) . If n belongs to the second class, its largest prime factor p must satisfy pzdogiogx > lax Since u < 3 this gives the result. Proof of the Theorem . There exists an absolute constant c such that for all n > 1, n/r (u) < cloglog3T(7v) .
Let l = clog log3x, so that if c (n) < x, then u < A Let m be a value of cp not exceeding x. Either co(m) > uloglogx, or m = (p (n) where n < xl and (o {q,-(u)} < 2t log log x . Therefore
The first sum is 0(:r (x) loglogx) by Lemma 1, and it remains to study the second. Note that l I for x > 1, moreover that for x > e e , which we may assume, the function x1!ó loglogx is increasing. We may therefore restrict our attention to those n in the second sum with at least one prime factor larger than this ; by Lemma 2 the number of integers -m < xl not counted is 0(_ (x) (log logX) 2 ) .
In We are only concerned with real z in the range 0 z < 1, and we show that for these values of z the series is convergent . Incidentally, it is therefore absolutely convergent, and so f (z) is well-defined, for IzI < 1 . The behaviour of this series on the unit circle IzI = I is an interesting and complicated problem .
Since > {gyp (~a)} is additive is multiplicative and Ave select
so that in the integrand, the condition r(p-1) < k implies that r(p-1) < ( 1-s)loglogt .
The integral is therefore convergent, and we have that for e > 0,
where C(,-) is independent of k . Therefore for 0 < z c 1,
On the values of Eu.ler's TfuuetiO2a This completes the proof .
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